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spaceship, take off and fly 
there is no turning back when you arrive 
to a whole other world outside 
far away from here 

blinded by the stars in her eyes 
running away from her lies 
searching for a way to paradise 
far away from here 

she floats around the globe just like she owns it 
?hero makes her fit the smaller clothing? 
she's sweet 16 and wants a rolex 
presidental golden, guestlist and she rolls in 
she looks into the mirror and don't like what she sees 
she's curvy but wants to share a cool phyic 
she's living through the tv and the magazine 
passport she wants to board a spaceship to celebritiy 
she loves life, rolls the dice, hopes it's high 
she so admirers of they lifes with no inside 
confused in the cocoon that she's wrapped inside 
her skills are green so she dreams of living in the
otherside 
living in a love romance, star studied, astronomies 
spaceship to send her round in space, like prodigy 
she's blinded by the lights, she books to fly online 
she's hoping to arrive in paradise, right 

spaceship, take off and fly 
there is no turning back when you arrive 
to a whole other world outside 
far away from here 

blinded by the stars in her eyes 
running away from her lies 
searching for a way to paradise 
far away from here 

the writing's on the wall, especially in the posters 
but nobody knows she'll be locked up alone in her room
and no one goes there 
sign on the handle please do not disturb 
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she's on sky talking to a modelling agent and she's
giving him a twirl 
you can be the next naomi just show me they ain't
phony 
i can't touch it through the screens, ah fuck it
sweetheart, lets meet 
told her "i can you famous, million dollar pay check, 
front cover zoo shoot, that when you know you made it 
pick up in mercedes, drop off at the station, 
stars in their eye, "tonight matthew, i'm gonna be
famous" 
and if i'm stood there waiting, you are gonna change it 
and i cant get to zero, hero, save it 
from this world, cuz i aint miss world 
but i be miss universe when the spaceship returns 
ha ha, she thinks she'll be miss universe when the
spaceship returns 

spaceship, take off and fly 
there is no turning back when you arrive 
to a whole other world outside 
far away from here 

blinded by the stars in her eyes 
running away from her lies 
searching for a way to paradise 
far away from here 

spaceship, take off and fly 
there is no turning back when you arrive 
to a whole other world outside 
far away from here 

blinded by the stars in her eyes 
running away from her lies 
searching for a way to paradise 
far away from here
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